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with sub-tasks and epics sub-tasks and epics excluded
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issue types for completed items





Fine slicing of stories allows you to get feedback and 
fix mistakes faster, postpone less valuable work, [...] 
better mitigate risks and improve performance.





Where’s the bottleneck?













Commits to service ABC from last 30 days:

● 54% from XYZ team (that is not responsible for service ABC)
● 31% from the team that is responsible for service ABC
● 15% from other teams



https://github.com/arzzen/git-quick-stats







 export _GIT_PATHSPEC=':!deployment'

 export _GIT_SINCE="2021-01-01"
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From January to May 2021 only 48% of commits 
made to service ABC were pushed by the team 
responsible for service ABC
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What impact does it have on delivery capabilities 
of the team responsible for service ABC?



Service ABC is a centerpiece of the platform,

vast majority of services is dependant on ABC



Service ABC is a centerpiece of the platform,

vast majority of services is dependant on ABC

What impact does it have on delivery capabilities 
of other teams?



Service ABC is a centerpiece of the platform,

vast majority of services is dependant on ABC

What impact does it have on the delivery 
capabilities of organization?



Service ABC is a centerpiece of the platform,

vast majority of services is dependant on ABC

How many services should the team 
responsible for service ABC be responsible for?



Team responsible for service ABC is also

responsible for 7 more services







From January to May 2021 in service ABC
a developer whose commit frequency is
the median of commits per day per backend developer
pushed 0.7 commits per day
on average
adding 189 lines per commit



Developers that work in smaller batches

in general push commits more often

=>

Developers that push commits less often

tend to work in large batches



From January to May 2021 in service ABC
a developer that pushed commits the most often
committed 4 times more often
adding 5 times less lines
changing half the files
per commit
than the developer that pushed commits the least often



issue types for completed items



Working in small batches predicts 
software delivery performance
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